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On WPI
We were at 2.87%. So compared to even our estimate
which we thought was at the
higher end — 3.55% — is certainly very high number. Indeed, while only a small part
of this number can be explained by the base, the momentum that we have been
seeing over the last two
months building up particularly on the primary products
led by perishable items has
clearly printed a much more
worrisome number this time
around.
We have seen momentum in
items like vegetables, particularly staples like onions
and potatoes going up and
also in terms of sugar or manufactured products, edible
oils and pulses. So, this number is not going to be one giving comfort at all. We had
earlier seen CPI also inch up,
which was more of a peaking
number that we saw for July
coming in somewhere at
6.07. Having said that, going
forward we are going to see
deceleration in the momentum. The monsoon has been
good so far. The sowing acreages have improved. Vegetable prices on high frequency
are already showing softer
momentum as compared to
the preceding three months
so, this print may not be as
sticky at these high levels as
we have seen today. Clearly,
3.55 is a worrisome number.
We do not have the details
yet but it could be led by primary articles.

Tax Queries

TYLER COWEN

As Long as Earnings Grow,
Market will Move Higher

I

ndian equities look attractively placed from a mediumto long-term perspective,
said Shiv Puri, managing director of Singapore-based
TVF Capital Advisors. In an
interview with Sanam Mirchandani
and Nishanth Vasudevan, Puri said
India may get a disproportionately
positive share of flows into emerging markets. Excerpts:
How long do you expect this liquidity-fuelled rally to continue?
If India can grow at this 7-8% range
and the backdrop remains positive,
there is potential for a lot of foreign
capital to come in. There is $10-trillion worth of bonds with negative
yield. There is lot of liquidity that is
looking to be parked in the right direction. Over the medium-term to
long-term time frame, the markets
are still very attractively positioned.
We have seen liquidity improve dramatically in the system. Inflation
and fiscal deficit are still at manageable levels.
The earnings growth, which was
confined to few sectors, is becoming more broad-based. For the index, if you look at operating margins, they are still 25-30% below
their long-term average. When the
operating leverage comes through,
it will be beneficial.
You have been saying that India
will get a better share of flows in
emerging markets.
If the signs from fundamentals in India over the last six months continue, India will get a disproportionate-

ly positive share of flows. One of the
reasons is that India’s weightage in
the MSCI is very low at about 2.5%
whereas the economy’s size is about
$2 trillion. There is a complete mismatch between what it should be.
What I am gathering from US clients
is that earlier they used to look at investing here in context of emerging
markets or BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa).
Now those terms are becoming quite
obsolete as fundamentals of each
country are different. Now people
are saying let’s look at India by itself
rather than it as a part of emerging
markets. When that starts happening, India will see more allocations.
Very few $2-trillion economies are
growing at 7-8%. If you find that and
there are good companies in there,
people will start paying a premium
for that.
Do you think valuations are
stretched?
Valuations are a concern in select
pockets like FMCG (fast-moving consumer goods) where companies are

ON FLOWS IN INDIA

If the signs
from fundamentals in India over the last 6
months continue, it will
get disproportionately
positive share of flows

valued at 35-40 times earnings and
the growth is a little questionable.
The non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) and banks are starting
to get reasonably priced. They will
still compound in line with earnings
growth and earnings are growing
very fast for them.
What will be the key triggers for Indian markets going ahead?
After 2014, market has moved on
a very ‘show me’ attitude which
means that once actually something happens, then the markets
move, whereas before that moves
were on faith and hope rallies.
Over the next couple of quarters
you will start seeing earnings
growth broadening out across
sectors. Once that happens, and it
gets reflected in the numbers,
that’s when stocks will continue to
do well. We may not necessarily
need anything as significant as
GST (Goods and Services Tax) to
come out in the next six months
but as long as earnings keep coming through, the markets will
move higher.
When do you expect earnings recovery to start gaining traction?
We are seeing a massive dichotomy in the market. Certain areas
like financial services, NBFCs are
doing well, auto components are
picking up, and two wheelers and
four wheelers are starting to do
well. On the other hand, PSU banks
are in losses and commodities are
still doing weak, which is pulling
down the overall earnings. The av-

ON BANKS & NBFCs

NBFCs and
banks are
starting to get
reasonably priced.
They will still compound in line with earnings growth
erage is coming to about 10%. It is
important to look at it on a bottom-up basis and stick to companies that are growing, are high
quality businesses. It is not advisable to look at low quality businesses as some of these are structurally challenged and do not offer the
visibility of earnings growth that
many of these other companies do.
The ones that were dragging this
year, which includes largely PSU
banks and commodity companies,
they will show very rapid year-onyear growth in FY18 due to favourable base effect and that will help
earnings growth of FY18 over
FY17. You will see that kicker coming in next year.
Midcaps are trading at a high premium to large caps. Is it worrying?
In a good chunk of midcaps, there is
some over valuation like in the poor
quality companies, which are leveraged and have poor corporate governance. However, in the midcap
space, NBFC, bearings and abrasives
companies are reasonably priced.

RAY OF HOPE Good monsoon likely to damp inflationary pressures, says the bank

RBI may Cut Rates by 25 bps in Oct: BofA-ML
PTI

New Delhi: Notwithstanding the
significant jump in consumer price
inflation, the Reserve Bank of India
is expected to cut key policy rates by
25 basis points in its policy review
meet on October 4, as good monsoon
is likely to damp inflationary pressures, says a report.
According global financial services
major, Bank of America Merrill
Lynch (BofA-ML), the CPI inflation
print was broadly in line with its
above consensus 6% forecast.
Consumer prices (CPI inflation)
rose 6.07% in July, the fastest pace in
nearly two years, and it is expected
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confirming party. The gain was
around `22 lakh. Is this a long-term
or short-term capital gain? Please
mention the section of I-T Act or circular number of CBDT for the support. —SK BENERJEE

I booked a commercial space which
is under construction based on a
stamp paper agreement (not registered) with the developer in Sept
2012. I received allotment letter
mentioning the space number in
Oct 2012 when it was still under
construction. Before receiving any
possession letter from the developer, I transferred my right and relinquished my interest in July 2016 to
a third-party by a registered deed
of conveyance where I became a

There’s No Such
Thing as an
Economic Miracle
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On SBI
I think compared to what we
have seen most of the other
peer set report numbers, our
expectation was that the slippages could be elevated but
the standouts in terms of
their performance also highlights that size matters. It is a
large granular book and to
assume that there will be
lumpiness similar to what we
see for the other banks is
slightly unfounded. So, it
stands out as an outperformer given what we have seen
for the other state-owned
banks and also some of the
corporate-focussed private
sector banks report.

‘Deceleration
in Inflation
Momentum
Expected’

Expert Take

MD, TVF Capital Advisors

We may not
necessarily
need anything
as significant
as Goods
and Services Tax
(bill) to come
out in the
next six months
but as long
as earnings
keep coming
through, the
markets will
move higher
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On Banks
I think large part of the recognition has happened for most
of the state-owned banks.
Over a couple of quarters we
have seen slippages that
have been unheard of but to
specifically talk about some
of these names, like Bank of
Baroda and Punjab National
Bank, we will stick to the
larger ones. There will be another quarter when you
would see those numbers still
staying elevated. Going forward, the pace is coming off
but what will decide the trajectory of the gross NPLs will
be the pace of recovery resolutions which is very difficult
to assume that you could see
a meaningful recovery in this
year and so, that is more of a
story of FY18.

SHIV PURI

Since the period of holding is
more than more than 36
months before the date of
transfer of the rights in immovable property, the resultant gain will be chargeable to
tax as long-term capital gains.
Section 2(14) of the Income
Tax Act,1961, defines the
word ‘capital asset’. The right
in an immovable property falls
within the definition of capital
asset. You will be entitled to
the benefit of indexation also
and the difference between
the sale consideration and the

that the implementation of new
Goods and Services Tax (GST) may
push up inflation further.
“We expect the RBI to cut 25 bps
on October 4, to signal to banks to
cut lending rates just before the
October-March
busy season sets
BofA-ML
in,” BofA-ML said
expects
in a research note,
consumer
a d d i n g t h at t h e
price index
scope for further
inflation to
ease to 5.1% by R B I r a t e c u t i s
March close to “limited”.
RBI on August 9,
5% RBI target
left interest rates unchanged in his last monetary policy
review as inflation hit near 2-year
high but said the central banks

stance remains “accommodative”.
BofA-ML expects CPI inflation to
ease to 5.1% by March close to the 5%
RBI target, as good monsoon douse
agflation from 6.1% in July.
In accordance with a monetary policy framework agreement it had entered into with the RBI in February
last year, government earlier this
month notified consumer price inflation target of 4% for the next five
years, with an upper tolerance level
of 6% and lower limit of 2%.
The next monetary policy on
October 4 is likely to be decided by a
six-member interest rate setting
panel, instead of the present practice
of RBI governor deciding the interest rate.

Every week, an expert selected by ET answers queries from
our readers on income tax
indexed cost of acquisition will
be chargeable to tax as longterm capital gains.
My mother purchased a house
along with servants’ quarters in
South Delhi in 2013 for `1.8 crore.
She expired in 2015. As per her
duly registered will, I and my deceased sister’s husband are joint
owners of above immoveable
property. We have received an offer for purchase of the property for
`2.75 crore. The sale consideration
will be shared equally between
both of us. Kindly clarify whether
there would be capital gains tax on
the sale consideration? Steps to
avoid such tax?
—VINITA SRIVASTAVA

You and your sister’s husband
will be liable to pay tax on capital gains individually in the

same proportion in which you
share the sale consideration of
the property. Around 50% of
the acquisition cost of your
mother will be deemed to be
the cost in your hands for the
purpose of computing capital
gains. If the property is held by
you for more than 3 years
from the date of purchase by
your mother, then benefit of
indexation of cost will be

available and the resultant
long-term capital gains will be
chargeable to tax at 20%. Otherwise the resultant capital
gains will be short-term capital
gains chargeable to tax at 30%.
You may claim exemption by
investing into a new residential house u/s.54 or investment in specified bonds u/s.
54EC of the I-T Act, 1961 subject to conditions specified in
the respective sections against
the long-term capital gains
chargeable to tax on the sale
of the property at South Delhi.
Please send your queries on
Stocks to et.stocks@timesgroup.com;
Mutual Funds to et.mfs@timesgroup.com
Tax to et.tax@timesgroup.com
Insurance to et.insurance@timesgroup.com
Realty to et.realty@timesgroup.com

One of the less heralded truths of
economics is that growth miracles, while they make for good
press, are overrated. It’s an insight that could help us better
understand the outlook for developing countries such as China.
Most of the world’s wealthiest
and best-governed countries got
there without super-rapid bursts
of growth. Denmark, which has a
per capita income of about
$52,000 and is frequently ranked
as one of the happiest countries
in the world, never experienced
what anyone would call an economic miracle. If you Google that
phrase, the main entry will be a
research piece detailing how, in
the 1990s, the country lowered its
unemployment rate without having to dismantle its welfare state.
Denmark’s overall economic record is gloriously boring. From
1890 to 1916, per capita growth averaged about 1.9% per year, and if in
1916 you had forecast that this pace
would continue for another 100
years, you would have been off by
only about $200. Denmark had
positive growth about 84% of the
time and no deep recessions, according to a recent study by Lant
Pritchett and Lawrence Summers.
Or consider the US, where per
capita income surpassed Latin
America in the 19th century —
thanks mainly to the latter’s stagnation. US growth rates at the
time were below 2%, and even
lower up through 1860, hardly impressive by the standards of today’s China or India — or for that
matter today’s US. The big advantage of the US is that it avoided
major catastrophe for long periods of time, apart from the Civil
War, and pushed ahead with fairly steady progress.
The 19th-century Latin
American stagnation, aside
from wasting valuable time, left
much of the region with weaker
infrastructure, poor educational systems and a more dysfunctional politics. All of this made
rapid catch-up harder in the
20th century.
Slow growth doesn’t mean that
the US or Denmark were failures
in the 19th century. It’s hard for
economies at or near the technological frontier to rapidly improve living standards, because
invention is usually slower than
playing catch-up by borrowing
technologies from wealthier nations. Such borrowing of knowhow, along with exports and rapid investments in education and
infrastructure, is what later al-

lowed the Asian tigers of Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Singapore and China to
achieve growth rates of 8 percent
to 10% a year.
If you’re an investor, the experience of Denmark and other “no
drama” growth stories provides
some clues to the future of developing economies. The East Asian
growth model, for all its wonders,
belongs to history. Slow and
steady may be the only option left.
For whatever reasons, few countries have been able to scale up
their educational successes as
rapidly as the East Asian tigers.
Trade growth, which exceeded
overall output growth in the late
20th century, now seems stagnant. Many export industries are
automated and hence don’t cre-
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ON DENMARK

Denmark, with per
capita income of
$52,000, and one
of the happiest
countries in the
world, never had
economic miracle
ate as many middle-class jobs as
they used to.
In other words, today’s world
may resemble the 19th century
more than the last few decades.
That could mean fairly low measured growth rates, a premium on
stability, few if any “break out of
the box” alternatives and a time
to invest in institutional quality.
American democracy arguably
was working better by the early
20th century than it was during
the presidency of Andrew
Jackson, and that helped
America cope with later crises.
What’s also striking about the
19th century is that some countries, such as China and India,
didn’t keep up. — Bloomberg

ET in the Classroom

Can You Get a Bank Guarantee
to Boost Your Business?
Banking is no longer in
the business of just
giving out loans and
taking deposits. It
provides multiple
services to meet
financial needs such as
selling third party
products and foreign
currency for overseas
travel. There are times
when a customer may
not directly want loan,
but a letter of comfort is
sufficient to clinch a
deal. This means that
banks will support the
client if they are unable
to make timely payment
to their counterparty.

1. What are these
products called?
There are many
such products but
the most frequently used facilities are bank
guarantee (BG) and
standby letter of credit
(SLOC). Banks provide
these products to their
corporate clients who
have received huge contracts from counterparty
or have to make payments
to a buyer of their goods.
Both BG and SLOC serve
the same purpose and at
times are interchangeable, yet there are some differences between the two.

2. What is a BG?
A bank guarantee is when
a bank promises to
pay for the liabilities of its client if
the client is unable to fulfill
his/her contractual obligations. Very often BG is performance-related, wherein
a bank tells the counterparty that in case their customer does not, for instance, complete a project
or ship goods within a stipulated time frame, the
bank will pay.

3. What is SLOC?

ANIRBAN BORA

A standby letter of credit is similar to a bank guarantee where
the bank issues a letter stating
it would stand by their client in meeting the financial obligation if the client
fails to do so. However, SLOC is more
like a standby or a contingent arrangement which will be available when
called upon. It is like a reserve footballer sitting on the bench waiting to be
called if another player is injured.

4. Why are BG and SLOC issued?
This reduces the risk of default
for the counterparty as they are
assured that banks will meet
the financial obligation on behalf of
their clients.

5. What is the rate of interest
charged for such service?
Banks do not charge interest rate on
BG and SLOC. Instead, the customer
has to pay a commission or fee of the
amount that is guaranteed.

6. How does the bank protect itself
from client defaults?
In most cases, a prudent banker
will ask the client to mortgage
assets equivalent to the amount
that is guaranteed. Therefore, in case
their client defaults, banks can sell the
security to recover dues.

7. How is the creditworthiness
of the client accessed for BG
and SLOC?
BG and SLOC are treated as unsecured loans or non-funded exposure in the books of the
banks. The credit worthiness is determined based on the internal rating assigned to the customer for loans.

TEXT: Sangita Mehta

